***YHRIM: This is an Important Notice covering a few new updates and features
we’ve recently been introduced to, especially concerning the teaching videos in being
able to reach more people who are searching for Truth. Please Read in Full.
Last night at the going down of the sun/sunset, began Rosh Chodesh/1st Day of
the 11th month in this the acceptable year of Yahuah 5999sc. (pagan roman dates:
sunset jan 16th ~through~ sunset jan 17th 2018)
I was trying to get this out before Rosh Chodesh ended. But some things came up that
I had to take care of. Irregardless of when I get this out, there is several things that we
need to cover.
First: This being a new month, we have published the calendar for the 11th month to
our main website www.YHRIM.com and it is now live on the “Yahuahs Calendar”
page.
Or here is the direct link:
http://www.yhrim.com/Calendars/5999sc/5999_CST_-_11th__Month.pdf
Second: We had a achoti/sister who is in Romania I believe, who contacted us and
was asking if there was a way to translate our YouTube videos “automatically” using
voice-to-text in the captions at the bottom of the video. As some other videos on
Youtube were done this way.
I had never heard of this, and didn’t know of a way of doing this, and wasn’t sure of
how a person could translate a video, other than having to know the languages and
translate it themselves and manually write in the captions.
However, after receiving her email, I did some research into the Youtube settings, and
found that she was correct. There was Two YouTube settings concerning translations,
which for some reason by default are turned off. I did not even know these features
existed until last night.
The First one that I “turned on” was Automatic Translation. In which Youtube
translates what is being spoken in the video into whatever language you select, and it
shows this translation in the closed captions.
You do have to have closed captions turned on in the video. If it is not on, or you don’t
see any captions, click on the “CC” button in the lower right corner of the video next to
the video settings “cog wheel” button.

After turning on closed captions, you can click on the settings “cog wheel” button, and
you will see the words “Subtitles/CC” and to the right of that is a “ > “. Click on the “ >
“ and it should show the primary language that is currently selected.
If you want to it to translate the video into a different language, right below that “ > “
there will be the words “Auto-translate”, click on that and a list of languages will pop
up, and you can select the language you want YouTube to translate the video captions
into.
Using the regular English words spoken in the video, I was somewhat surprised with
the “auto translate” captions, as it seemed to do a fairly decent job, especially it doing
so from a video. It was a big improvement over the last time I saw voice-to-text type
programs at work.
However, with any Hebrew words that were spoken in the video, such as Yahuahs or
Yahusha ha Moshiach’s names, it usually made a mess of them.
Even as is, this would still be very helpful to people who do not know English, or who
would rather read it in their own language.
BUT there is the second feature which I also turned on. The second feature allows the
community (you the viewers) who know the language that is being spoken, Plus know
English or whatever other language that is selected to show in the captions, where
people can submit revisions to the captions to correct problems where the
“automatic translator” didn’t translate correctly.
I wanted to see how it worked, so I went to the closed caption editor page for the latest
video we just published yesterday
“The Tree of Life & The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil – Video #1” (link to
that video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiiKm0Meyjk) And in the editor I was
able to correct the mistakes where it had made a mess of the spoken Hebrew words,
so that they would show correctly in the closed captions.
These two features combined are very useful tools. As people in all nations will now
have the ability to see these videos with at the very least an automatic translation into
their own language. Which means these messages can reach many times more
people who are searching for the truth of Yahuahs Word.
Plus for people who are able to contribute to the translation, to make corrections to the
captions for that specific language, it will make the translation even better for everyone
who watches that video in that same language.

For those of you who would like to help in contributing to the translation of the videos.
Our YouTube channels “Language Translator Contribution” page is:
http://www.youtube.com/timedtext_cs_panel?c=UCMp6esrQ9A4VUPW9_5cfkMQ&tab=2
On that page it will at least list some of the videos from our channel which people can
contribute translations into whatever language they select.
But if there is a specific video you were wanting to contribute a translation to, that is
not listed on that page, you can contact me by email and I can get you a direct
translation contribution link for a specific video, and email it back to you.
For instance: The first Shabbat teaching video “Introduction to the Scriptural
Sabbath Day Video #1” the “Translation Contribution” page for that specific video
is: https://www.youtube.com/timedtext_video?v=xfJwaQQo8Cg
So a person who wants to contribute to the translation on this video can click on that
link, and then click on the words “Add new subtitles or CC”.
If the language you want to translate into is not listed, you can search for it in the box
directly below that button. Then it will show the “automatic translation” in caption boxes
to the left of the video, which you can then edit and change to correct mistakes in the
translation. After you are finished, you can then save and submit your revisions for
review. YouTube will review the changes and then notify me for approval.
With these new translation tools, it should be a great help in reaching many more
people with these video teachings and messages that Yahuah has blessed us to be
able to understand, and share with those few who are truly searching for these truths
written in Yahauhs Word.
Lastly: We have had some questions from a few people, asking if there was another
way they could send finances to support the ministry, besides paypal.
We have only had a paypal link on our main website listed there for the past several
years. We added that because it was an easy and secure way if someone wanted to
send in support. We haven’t really spoken about it or anything, unless someone has
asked.
We have always been used to just paying everything ourselves through these years for
the most part. As for one, we will not “alter” what we teach in order to please people so
they will put in offerings. Its not going to happen. We teach whatever Yahuah gives us
the understanding of, and we will not back down from the Truth Written in His Word for
no one.
But there have been a few people who have stood with us and have sent in financial

support from time to time, which by doing so you are helping to work in the ministry
and have a part in reaching people not only with Truth, but also Salvation. We are
very Thankful for each and every one of you few who have helped and have become
a part of this work in the ministry.
With that said, there is people who want to help, but they don’t want to use paypal, for
their own reasons. So since we had a couple ask, in the last few days I’ve been looking
into what other options exist. And the only other option that seems to be viable and
easy to use, is a site that has been steadily gaining popularity on many different
websites, including many YouTube channels, called Patreon.
For those that don’t know already, Patreon is a community based website, where a
person, YouTube channel, organization or etc, can setup their own “Patreon” page.
And people who want to support them can go to their page and become a “patron”, by
setting up a monthly amount, anywhere from $1+ or more, which will be sent every
month. Of course you can also change the amount, or cancel it all together at any time.
If you only wanted to send a one time offering, then paypal is still the easiest way.
In any case, I have now setup the YHRIM Patreon page. It can be found at this link:
https://www.patreon.com/YHRIM
I have not yet posted any content there, expect for one “animated” style teaching
companion video that I made back about 7 years ago. I do intend to post some of our
other YouTube video teachings, as well as some other things there. As there is now a
lot of activity on Patreon, so it may become another path to reaching people with the
Truths that Yahuah has blessed us to understand.
But we are not going to make “Patreon only” content which is only accessible to the
people sending in pledges (unless it’s just something that only concerns our Patreon
page or members there), as many people do trying to get more people to join.
The teaching videos and everything else that we make, we will still put out on our website,
YouTube, facebook, and any other forms of outreach, for as long as we are able.
One feature that I thought was interesting for those who become Patreon supporters, is
they do have a “Community” section. In which supporters can make posts, ask
questions, and other things. So its interactive among us and between all the Patreon
supporters who join.
So hopefully this will be helpful for those who were seeking an alternate means to
paypal, and in other ways too.

We have been making some updates to our website, working on power point
teachings, got this months calendar published and other things. I’m working on getting
several new videos edited, rendered, and uploaded. My Abba is recording several
more videos in his new teaching series “The Tree of Life & The Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil”. I am also preparing to get back to recording videos myself as well.
So we are hoping to be getting more teaching videos published to our Youtube
channel, additional updates to our website, and some other things that may be coming
up.

We Thank and Praise Abi Yahuah for His Rosh Chodesh, All His Moadim, and All
the Mercy and Blessings He bestows upon His People, even though there is many
we don’t understand nor even see.
We Ask and Pray for you Yahuah to separate Your People from the Enemies of
Your People All Around, and Place a Clear Divide between Us and Them and that
you Abi Yahuah Pour Out Your Hot Judgment Against Them with Your Great
Power. And continuously keep Your People protected from All the Plagues and
Everything else that this satanic beast system is doing to All the inhabitants of the
Earth, and to the Earth itself, in these Last Days. In the Name of Your Only Begotten
Son, Yahusha ha Moshiach ben Yahuah El Shaddai, we Pray and Ask All Things.
~Yahusha ben Moshe EliYahu

